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INDUSTRIALIZATION:

GENERIC EXAMPLES, SPECIFIC SOLUTIONS —
CAMUS AND SECTRA
By
Laurence S. Cutler*

A.

It is quite clear now that industrialized building systems

Lightweight units or mobile homes types
Totally self-contained housing units which can re

have finally come of age in the American housing market.

tain their mobility or be permanently installed

The problem of providing the vast quantities of housing

and grouped or stacked with the addition of a

required by this nation and promoted by the federal govern
ment in the Housing and Urban Development Act of 1968 is now

demountable steel frame.

being put into the hands of the professionals and the indus

homes are completely pre-assembled and finished

try capable of providing that goal of "26,000,000 dwelling

and require only site utility connections for

units in 10 y e a r s ."

occupancy.

An amazing spirit of cooperation and
B.

dedication is abounding and the ability to execute the order

sandwich, or fiber reinforced plastic, which can

This paper briefly presents the generic industrialized

be grouped horizontally and/or stacked vertically

building systems and is not, by any means, a comprehensive

(if bearing) and dry connected to form single- or

It should, however, serve as an introduction pre

senting the essence of the philosophy of systems.
also describe in some detail tow specific systems:

Heavyweight of volumetric components
Room-size (or smaller) volumes of concrete, steel

is baring its chest and rolling up its sleeves.

survey.

In most cases, mobile

multi-family attached or detached housing.

It will

In

some cases, these volumes may be incorporated in

CAMUS,

the first and largest factory fabricated panel system in

traditional structural/mechanical space grids to

the world; and SECTRA, the first and most successful tunnel

provide high-rise multi-family housing.

forming on-site system.

bearing units often avoid the necessity of pro

So, in effect, this is a discussion

Stacked

concerning the hardware of housing, the new technology of

ducing six-sided volumes by wall and slab sharing,

the building industry.

and, in some cases, bonus room units are acquired

Please keep in mind that the major

innovations and improvements in the area of housing requirq

by checkerboard stacking.

a team with experience much wider than simply an orientation

discontinuous room units to provide for mechanical

primarily toward technology, design, building materials,

chases, sound insulation, and structural fire

and building construction.

Other systems employ

proofing .

The most pervasive and fundamental

problems in housing are those of management, institutions and

Basically, monolithic units are restricted by travel

humans, not technical nor material.

radium from the plant (action radii) and are extreme

Understanding this, we

begin the discussion with the generic building systems.

ly expensive to handle.

THE GENERIC BUILDING SYSTEMS

"closed" systems and do not offer great flexibility in

They are also to be considered

design treatment of the masses.

There are many building technologies, but no one of them
II.

is applicable to all construction cases; no one is a panacea.

Panels

They are dependent upon, and influenced by, many other aspects

Panels are large slabs, or otherwise panelized uni t s ,

of the housing situation, such as: land use, density, volume,

not made in the form of a box but often large enough
to constitute entire walls, partitions, and floors,

site conditions, user-needs, continuity, codes, and labor.

or substantial parts of floors, and roofs.

Industrialized systems building may be defined as the

They are

total integration of all subsystems and components into an

fabricated in a shop and assembled at the site.

overall process fully utilizing industrialized production,

some cases, the components of another manufacturer

transportation, and assembly techniques.

can be incorporated in the system, if it is "open"

This integration is

achieved through the exploitation of underlying organizational

and provides for modular coordination options.

principles.

come in a variety of materials, such a s :

Industrialized housing systems may be classified

Panels

heavyweight

in a variety of ways, of which the following are the major

(concrete) or lightweight (polyurethane) pieces.

categories:

A.

I.

In

Open production
Mold sizes and incorporations are modified to

Monolithic Units
Monolithic units are generally factory-produced and

specifications per project of 300 dwelling units

pre-assembled volumetric elements with a high degree

or more.

of finish and a minimum amount of required site

any desired finish, and the panels are usually

These systems are concrete incorporating

erection time (site utility connections).

either room-size or in manageable strips (semi

They may be further categorized as a function of their

heavy-on-site or remote factory).

relative degree of self-containment.
•ECODESIGN, INC., Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachusetts
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B.

V.

Closed production

Performance Specifications/New Materials and Components

The components produced are usually bearing panels

The industrialized production of materials and com

and are relatively light.

ponents is nothing more than the rationalization and

The system is based on

the application of modular coordination and assembly

a small number of standardized components.

line techniques to traditional craft technology

Generally, panels require a hugh aggregated market to
justify going to systems building —
III.

a severe limitation.

The exception to

this is the grouping of units that had previously been

Frames generally constitute parts of the structure,

produced and distributed separately (heart units or

such as beams and columns, fabricated off-site but

utility cores), the translation of a greater portion

assembled on-site.

of production to the factory, and the use of new mater

Into these are fitted infill units,

such as walls, partitions, floors, ceilings, and roofs,

ials .

also usually fabricated off-site and assembled on-site

A.

to the structural elements.

The primary advantage is

the reduction of site work to component assembly.

Mechanical units:

The term "mechanical" as used

here comprises plumbing, electrical components,

Trans-

and heating or air conditioning units.

They may

protation is economical because the components are small

be assembled on the site in the traditional manner

and light and because central factories can enjoy large

or sub-assemblies may be fabricated off-site and

market areas (action radii).

IV.

(windows, floors, panels, etc.).

Frames

However, the increase

connected together on-site.

The degree of sub-

in joints and materials somewhat complicates the pro

assembly may vary from "plumbing trees" to com

cess, increases the cost, and does not insure good

pletely preassembled bathrooms, kitchens, and

acoustical privacy.

similar components.

Special Construction Techniques

B.

Performance specifications:

which decree full

Special construction techniques express the applica

compatibility of the subsystems are achieved by

tion of machine technology to traditional craft pro

providing a market ample enough to guarantee the

cedures.

manufacturer a suitable exposure.

Most of these techniques are characterized

Totally flex

by on-site construction using special machinery and,

ible, the design standards regulate the com

usually, poured concrete.

patibility in such a way that one manufacturer

It would serve our pur

poses well to give several examples in order to ill

is able to join with others and to offer com

ustrate some of these techniques in more detail.

petitive bids with higher quality and integrative

A.

Lift slab

design.

Slabs are cast at grade, one over the other, with

Housing

sleeves designed for slab connections to pre

This nation's stated policy and objective is to achieve "a

viously selected columns.

decent home in a suitable environment for every American

After curing, they are

lifted into place and cemented.
B.

family."

260,000,000.

4'-0" high vertical steel forms are arranged in

be formed.

the intended configuration of the plan (system

will be further complicated by the accompanying deterioration

often used for service cores only).

C.

By 1985, our population is expected to increase to

Slip-Form

Concrete is

This means that 20 million new households will
The growing need for housing by new households

of about one-quarter of our existing housing units.

We must

poured in the top of the forms while they rise

build, in less than 20 years, the equivalent of the entire

vertically (conditioned by external temperature)

housing supply of the United States in 1960.

which permits the concrete to reach initial set at

The Poor

the bottom of the form.

As a result of the technological revolution in agriculture,

Slabs

are poured con

ventionally at each level.

employment opportunities for 3.2 million farmworkers have

Tunnel forms with accelerated curing

disappeared over the last 15 years.

Precision-made steel volumetric forms with integral

who have migrated to the city.

Between 1940 and 1950, 1.6

heating equipment are placed next to one another

million blacks left the South.

Between 1950 and 1960, 1.5

on a slab and floors are cast in one single oper

million Negroes migrated to northern cities and the migration

ation in one or two room widths.

has continued steadily at this rate.

After casting,

Many are poor blacks,

the heating accelerates the curing of the concrete

Twenty percent of families in cities earn less than $5,000

and the formwork is easily removed by crane to a

a year for a family of four.

new position for immediate re-use.

of the urban population earns between $5,000 and $8,000 a

By accelerating

In addition, a large segment

the concrete curing process, the cycle is reduced

year for a family of four who are ineligible for public hous

to only thirteen hours curing time and eleven hours

ing, but who cannot obtain adequate housing within their

preparation.

financial means in the privately-financed housing market.

The Labor Pool

of the system, first developed a prototype scheme in Le

A diminishing supply of housing construction labpr in the

Havre in lS^S.

face of dramatic increases in demand can only have one effect:

It is because of the inherent simplicity of the system that

drastic increases in cost.

it has proved itself flexible enough to be adapted to meet

Building systems become an immediate and obvious answer to
solve this housing crisis.

Of the generic building systems

defined above, there are any number of successful possibilities
which can be implemented immediately in each of the categories.
It is imperative that we stop talking about the vonders of
building systems and the miracles they can work and that we
begin to build with them now.

The major stumbling blocks

at the moment seem to be that there are too many "ifs" in
volved with systems in this country and too few who are

Two systems of especial note, and quite different in tech
Although they

are European in origin, my professional firm has consulted
with both systems and has assisted them in entering the U. S.
market.

They are willing to take the gamble in entering

the American market and they are among the best operating
systems.

geographic conditions ranging from the coldest to the hottest,
the driest to the wettest, and including one zone where very
severe temperature changes occur frequently.

(Figure 2.)

System Description
The methods of manufacture consist of fabricating large
panels by casting in mass production, each panel comprising
one of the parts of a dwelling, such as a complete internal
wall, party-wall, partition, or floor slab.

(Figure 3.)

The production is organized in the factory so that with a

willing to take a gamble.

nique and application, are CAMUS and SECTRA.

the requirements of more than ten nations with climates and

For these reasons, I feel they are worth discussing

minimum number of specialists the panels can be manufactured
with their finishes and fittings complete as will be necessary.
Panels are cast on horizontal casting tables with adjustable
edge molds.

For example, in the case of external wall panels

with mosaic facings, the panels are cast face down, the mosaic
being placed in the mold first and then covered by a thin
layer of mortar and concrete, followed by the thermal in
sulation and structurally reinforced concrete inner leaf.

in some detail.
CAMUS (HEAVY-WEIGHT PANEL SYSTEM)

(Figure *». )
Windows or other elements, electrical coqduits and provision

History
Internationally, Camus is the most widely used industrialized,
heavey-weight panel building system in the world, with an
annual turnover of more than L100 million, without taking
into account the enormous production of Camus in the USSR.
To my knowledge, the Camus system is the only proprietary
item that the Russians over purchased licensing rights for -for about $1,000,000, the essential reason being that the
know-how is the important thing, not the drawings or an
agreement.

(Figure 1.)

for all services are cast into the panels as work proceeds.
After the concrete has been mechanically compacted, it is
finally surfaced with mechanically operated power floats to
provide a smooth surface which can receive decoration with
out further preparation on site.
An insulated cover is then placed over the mold by an over
head crane with which each casting workshop is equipped.
Both the cloches and the casting tables have heating coils
in their construction and a heat curing process begins.

Dwelling Units Produced

By the time the casting team has completed the casting of

In the USSR when Pravda and Isvestia prosaically proclaimed

four or five panels in a workshop, curing of the first panel

that on June 5, 1966, an earth tremor of force 7.5 degrees,

has been completed.

Then the demolding cycle begins.

had been recorded at Tashkent, the capitol of Uzbekistan,

This consists of removing the curing cover, pivotting the

and that some houses had been damaged, the two official news

table to a near verticle position, lifting the panel clear

papers also reported that recently constructed buildings in
the center of the city had withstood the earthquake extremely

for final inspection and cleaning before removal to a main
stockyard.

well.
The buildings referred to were 30,000 Camus dwellings produced
at the Tashkent Camus factory, and they showed hardly any
defect.

with an overhead crane and removing it to a temporary stockyard

As the original buildings were designed to withstfuid

The heat curing enables the panels tp be demolded

three to four hours after c m ting, depending on the ambient
temperature in the factory.
When the panels have been lifted into place on site by a

earth tremors of up to eight degrees on the Russian seismic

crane, they are held in position by specially designed props

scale which goes up to twelve degrees, the new buildings are

which are connected to holes formed in the panels and secured

being constructed to withstand shocks of nine degrees as an

to plates, which are fixed to the floor.

added precaution.

is then tied and the joints are cast to make a monolithic

The USSR adopted the Camus system in 1952

and it is understood that there are now more than 300 Camus
factories there.
The idea that has turned the Camus system into the most used
panel system in the world within less than twenty years is
simplicity.

Raymond Camus, the French engineer and designer

The reinforcement

structure.
Problems of making good joints between panels are avoided by
the panels being room size so that joints always occur in
corners where they may be concealed easily.

There is no need for a drying out period normally necessary

from the precision formwork, it is possible to decorate or

in traditional building methods.

paper the interiors direct.

The standard of finish

In fact, "wet" trades and floor

achieved with conventional two-coat plasterwork and reduction

screeds are eliminated.

End walls are poured in place with

of on-site labor shortens construction time by up to 50%

a profiled or textured finish.

(Figure 8.)

(a claim made by all the large heavyweight panel systems.)

New designs are available in Sectra to the latest FHA or

By adopting these principles of simplicity, builders are

HUD Unit Design Criteria and requirements.

(Figure 9.)

able to adapt the system (Figure 5.) successfully for build

The system brings factory speed and precision direct to

ings of one to twenty-three stories or higher, ranging from

the building site, combined with mechanical handling of

public housing to high income apartments.

components.

The essential problems with a system such-as Camus are rather

The savings in time using Sectra can be as much as 40-50%.

obvious.

The price per square foot for mechanical and structure based

There is a limitation on architectural expression

and flexibility.

There is a great need for capital invest

on a prototype project ranges from $13.10 to $15.95, depend

ment in a plant facility, and the factory requires a min

ing on degree of finish.

imum order of perhaps 1000 dwelling units per year as an

building shell, the cost would be $3.85 per square foot, as

average.

Then, of course, there is the travel radius —

a

compared with $4.65 for standard construction.

limitation for servicing an area which is approximately 100
miles from the plant.

Finally, a minimum number of units

SECTRA is a concept of building in a logical
manner, involving the use of high precision
heated formwork combined with mechanical handl
ing, prefabrication and a systematized alloca
tion of labor which brings factory speed and
precision to the building site.

In

fact, Roger Corbetta built housing in 1917 in a very similar
manner to the Camus system.

No economic factory radius.

The importance of Camus lies

Market aggregation not limited geo
graphically.

in the scale of its European operations and not in its po
tential in the U.S.

Flexibility, as on-site technique, to
adapt to union and code requirements.

SECTRA (SPECIAL CONSTRUCTION TECHNIQUE)

A Total System and an Open System.

Sectra is an economic "factory-on-site" system of in situ

Mechanical and electrical are inte
grated with the superstructure.

concrete construction, which also includes the use of pre
fabricate components and extensive mechanical handling, for

Building type versatility from 2 - 30
bedroom duplexes.

the rapid erection of residential buildings between four tha
thirty stories.

Full design flexibility, respondent to
user needs and site context.

Sectra is particularly suitable for users

who require the advantages of industrialized building in
medium-sized projects spread over a large area.

(Figure 10.)

ADVANTAGES OF SECTRA

of about 400 is required even to justify utilizing Camus at all.
Large scale panel systems are not unknown in this country.

If one were to construct only the

1.

Greater Speed of Construction, High Volume Production,
And Associated Economics

(Figure 6.)

History

--The "thermo-coffrage" heated formwork, which is an inte
gral part of the SECTRA system, accelerates the harden
ing of the concrete.
It is now possible to reduce the
curing from days to only 13 hours. Electric blankets
and preheated concrete are also used for varying tem
perature conditions.

The Sectra industrialized building system is over a decade
old and is now operating in nine countries (England, France,
Spain, Germany, Ireland, Switzerland, Holland, Belgium, and

— The system has been designed for use with a tower crane
which achieves the rapid handling and placing of the
structural formwork units and, after completion of the
basic structure, the easy handling of prefabricated
components.

the U.S.A.)
Dwelling Units Produced
Sectra to date has produced over 15,000 dwelling units in

— The minimum scaffolding necessary is projected from the
building face at the working level and it is raised with
the structure.

the United Kingdom alone, where John Laing Construction Ltd.
is the licensor.

— Owing to the high quality of concrete finish obtained by
using the SECTRA shutters, there is no necessity to plas
ter walls or ceilings. These surfaces cah be prepared or
decorated direct.

System Description
Sectra is an advanced method of using precision-made sotryheight formwork in rectangular "tunnel" sections in room or

— Because it is possible rapidly to erect the complete basic
structure of the building— for example, a 15 story build
ing in under 30 working days— it is also possible to
schedule the finishings completely. This enables maximum
use to be made of prefabrication and mechanical handling
and results in earlier occupancy.

two-room widths, enabling walls and floors to be cast in
one operation.

After casting, the formwork is easily re

moved by crane to a new position for immediate re-use.

Methods
2.

Year-Round Operations

of accelerating the concrete curing reduces the hardening pro
cess to only 13 hours.

— Constant thermal treatment of concrete placed by the SECTRA
system ensures that the hardening process is independent
of external temperature and eliminates delays often caused
by extreme cold and results in year-round employment of
labor.

It is possible to erect a complete

basic structure for a 15-story apartment building in thirty
working days. (Figure 7.)
3.

Few Simplified Operations and Good Management Control

Extensive use is made of prefabrication for partition walls,
— The control imposed by the steel forms plus the clarity
of operations and management through use of templates and
simple coding allows use of less highly trained labor,
while at the Same time improving quality of construction.

staircases, plumbing and external cladding.
Because of the high standard of concrete finish obtained
22

--Construction takes place in a daily cycle and is broken
down into 54 basic operations each of which has been
specially planned, and the 10 men necessary to run the
tunnel system have every day, at the same hour, the same
operations to perform.
Productivity is thus appreciably
improved and the labor content reduced to a minimum.
4.

10. Minimum Market Volume Demand Per Year, Minimized Need for
Aggregating the Market
--SECTRA is not limited to any particular region or area.
Because of this, the need for aggregating the market is
not a crucial factor inasmuch as a tight regionalized
market is not required.
The market volume demanded per
year for successful economic operation is less that onehalf of the required volume for a typical precast panel
system (1000 units per year versus 2000 units per year).
The market for SECTRA need not be limited to a particular
region based on a factory location.

Integration, Prefabrication, and Codes Conformance
— Because of the precision of the SECTRA system of con
struction, it is possible to make wider use of pre
fabricated cladding partitions and mechanical units,
the installation of which is greatly simplified.

11. Completely Flexible in Adaptation to Unions and Code
Requirements

— Because SECTRA is an on site technique, all the mechanical
and electrical can be totally integrated into the super
structure without violating union and code regulations.

--Because SECTRA is basically a method of rationalizing and
speeding on site construction, the problems of transferring
certain union activities to a factory do not exist.
The
problems that might arise because of increased efficiency
in laying sub-systems in SECTRA can be solved by manipula
ting the size, hours, and make-up of the work force, etc.

--The structure, code conformances, and finishing opera
tions are no way dependent on the prefabricated cladding
and partitioning elements as is often the case with large
panel and frame systems (i.e., inter-unit fire and
acoustic insulation in frame systems, or mechanical
equipment and sometimes facade installation in panel
systems).

CONCLUSION
These two examples of generic systems types offer buildings

- - "Wet" trades are practically eliminated because of the
excellent finish produced by the forms.
5.

which are designed and erected more quickly than is possible

Flexibility

by traditional means, with high quality prefinished com

--By use of various combinations of the steel formwork units,
variations in floor planning are achieved.
There is also
wide scope in elevational treatment by the use of large
prefabricated cladding panels and curtain walls in a
variety of materials and designs, as well as conventional
infill methods.

ponents, at less cost.

industrialized building systems -- defined as the total
integration of all subsystems and components into an overall
process fully utilizing industrialized production, trans

--Unlike many large panel systems, on site adjustments
are facilitated by the on site technique.
However, this
is seldom necessary because of the management clarity
of the system.
6.

portation, and assembly techniques.

This integration is

achieved through the exploitation of underlying organizational

Local Contractors can be Used

principles.

--The superstructure, with totally integrated mechanical
and electrical, is so complete that it can, at the point
of the closure and finishing phase, be sold or turned
over to local union or non-union contractors for com
pletion while the experienced licensee moves to other
need areas.

Assuming widespread use of these and other

systems, one must be increasingly aware of the inherent urban
design implications and large-scale environmental control
required over such bulk, high density, intricate circulation
problems, and,

PARTICULAR ADVANTAGES TO SECTRA, AN ON SITE SYSTEM
7.

Camus and Sectra are true total

lastly, as usual, aesthetics!

Minimum Capital Expenditure
--No factory--only forms purchased.
Low rate of costs to
potential and immediate investments.

8.

Low Minimum Total Order Plus High Volume Production
— Although SECTRA has an extremely high rate of production
and (as with any production method) increases efficiency
with the number of units, it can still be economically
feasible down to 100 units.
Most precast systems are
not competitive until they reach 300 - 500 units as their
minimum total order.

9.

No "Economic Factory Radius" Restrictions:
Restricted to Heavily Urbanized Areas

SECTRA Not

— As SECTRA is an on site technique, it is not limited
geographically to the economic radius of a production
facility.
This radius, required by prefabricated systems,
varies according to the highways serving the plant,
traffic conditions, and depends on a density and need in
the area to maintain continuous production rate— plus
transportation costs and facilities.
Precast systems
operating in the states will depend on large urban or
megalopolis locations for a market and, although our
superior U. S. highways increase the European radii, the
efficient distance from plants still ranges 60 - 200
miles.

FIGURE 1 - Unit Camus Liverpool

— These severe restrictions eliminate the areas of the U.S.
which differ from the dense urbanization of Europe and of
certain urban strips in the U. S . , in that they are dis
persed centers of population.
In these a r e a s , housing
is needed but the area cannot supply a plant with a
permanent market.
SECTRA can answer the needs of these
areas.
--Although SECTRA is a high volume production system and is
perfectly adapted to answering the needs of heavily pop
ulated areas, it is to the more "unreachable" areas des
cribed above that we would like to direct a part of our
prototype proposal for the SECTRA system, in order to
illustrate the unique capabilities of this system.

FIGURE 2 - Camus-Dietsch Saarbrucken Germany
23

Preparing a casting table

Erection on site

Transporting panel to sites

Removing panel from table

FIGURE 3
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1
2

Phase 7 b e i n g s h u t t e r e d
Phase 8 s h u t t e r t r a c k b e i n g p l a c e d

3
4

G a bl e s h u t t e r i n g
Tunnel s h u t t e r

5
6
7

F o r m wo r k t o o p e n i n g
P l a t f o r m f o r w ith draw n s h u t t e r s
S h u t t e r bei ng withd rawn

8
9
10

P latform

for

in p o s i t i o n

supporting

gable s h u t t e r i n g

H e a t i n g mai ns
To h e a t ing u n i t

12

10
8

Shuttering phases

FIGURE 7

F IG U R E

5 - Unit Camus Liverpool England, D irector of Housing JW Boddy ARIBA AM TPI

KEY
1

S lid in g

f ramework

2

S hutter

p anel s

3

S trut

4

Heat i n g ma ms

5

V e rtica l

6

C e n t r a 1 coup 1 i ng

jac ks

FIGURE 8 - Sunderland
Client: County Borough of Sunderland
Architects: Harvey C. Bishop, ARIBA in association with S. Greenwood, ARIBA
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3 Bedroom 5 Person D w e llin g s

N e t floor area

954

Internal storage
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Ex terna l s to ra g e

nil

989F10
PLAN ABOVE ACCESS BALCONY

FIGURE 9
FIGURE 10 - Oxford, Blackbird Leys
Client: City of Oxford
Architects: D. Murray, ARIBA, Dip TP, AMTPI in association with S. Greenwood,
ARIBA
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